How to write an effective personal statement to be admitted on an Ivy league University

Accelerate your professional development... and be Unique

Ayana Henderson
PhD Student
Harvard Division of Medical Science
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ayana-henderson-115ba2b1

Ayana was born in Washington, D.C. and raised in Maryland, where she graduated from the University of Maryland, Baltimore County with Magna Cum Laude and a Bachelor’s of Science degree in biology. She conducted research at Colorado State University, Princeton & Stanford Universities. Following her undergraduate career, she did a post-baccalaureate program at Harvard University, where she applied to graduate school and was granted acceptance into Harvard University’s biological and biomedical sciences program. During these years, she realized that if you have an incessant hunger to change the world, you must take initiative.

Goals:
① Understand what are the steps to apply for an Ivy league university, with special emphasis in USA.
② Build your own personal statement.

Don’t miss this opportunity to learn from one PhD candidate student from Harvard Medical School who was accepted at Harvard, Yale, Duke & Stanford Universities during her graduate applications!

IMFAHE Foundation, in collaboration with Spanish universities, connects students with overseas mentors (primarily in STEM fields) to help develop mentorship and career opportunities locally and globally. IMFAHE promotes excellence and career development through mentorship, webinars, workshops and international fellowships, bridging the gap between talent and opportunity.

Free workshop (20 min): December 19th 2017 at 12pm (EDT)/ 6pm (Spain-Peninsula)
https://zoom.us/j/456736394
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